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Introduction

SINCE
INCE its inception as the investigative arm of the Department of

Justice in 1908 , the responsibilities of the Federal Bureau of Investi

gation ( FBI), then known as the Bureau of Investigation , have grown

immensely. Crime, subversion , and the multiplying demands of a complex

society have broadened the scope of FBI duties . The FBI had to meet its

expanding challenges by continuously renewing its operations with the

latest crime fighting techniques and scientific equipment .

The most modern investigative methods and apparatus , however,

would be of little or no consequence iſ the FBI did not command the re

spect and confidence of the public . The public is the most important asset

the FBI has in fulfilling its manifold responsibilities. If the public is this

important to the FBI's role in society then it follows that the public must

be fully informed of the FBI's jurisdiction , activities , and performance.

This booklet is intended for that purpose . Hopefully , after reading

it , you u ill better " Knou your FBI” and join the countless fellou cili

zens u ho have helped it in endless u ays to serve the Nation .



Biographical

Sketch

Clarence M. Kelley , Director,

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Cu
LARENCE M. KELLEY was born October 24 , 1911 , in Kansas City, Missouri. In

1936 , he received a Bachelor of Arts Degree from the University of Kansas , and a

Bachelor of Laws Degree from the University of Kansas City, Missouri, in 1940.

Mr. Kelley first entered on duty with the FBI as a Special Agent on October 7 ,

1940. He subsequently served in the Huntington , West Virginia , and Pittsburgh Field

Offices; the FBI Training Center in Quantico, Virginia, as a firearms instructor; and the

Des Moines Field Office.

Mr. Kelley's Bureau career was briefly interrupted during the latter part of World

War II when he volunteered for service in the United States Navy from July 22 , 1944 , 10

April 9 , 1946. His Navy service included a tour of duty aboard a transport attack ship in

the South Pacific ,

Upon completion of his military service in 1946 , Mr. Kelley returned to the FBI

and was assigned to the Kansas City Office . Based on his outstanding ability and per

formance , he was assigned supervisory duties at FBI Headquarters in Washington , D. C. ,

in 1951. Later that same year, Mr. Kelley returned to the Kansas City Office as a field

supervisor.

In July , 1953 , he was appointed Assistant Special Agent in Charge of the Hous

ton Office , and in July , 1955 , he was assigned to the Seattle Office in the same capacity.

In August , 1956 , Mr. Kelley was transferred to the San Francisco Office where he con

tinued his service as Assistant Special Agent in Charge until July, 1957 .

Following his assignment in San Francisco , Mr. Kelley was transferred to the

Training and Inspection Division at FBI Headquarters and shortly thereafter was desig

nated an Inspector.

In December , 1957 , Mr. Kelley was appointed Special Agent in Charge of the

Birmingham Office and in November, 1960 , he was reassigned to the Memphis Office in

the same capacity . He served as Special Agent in Charge of the Memphis Office until his

retirement from the FBI on October 24 , 1961 .

Mr. Kelley then became Chief of Police at Kansas City, Missouri, the position

he was holding at the time of his nomination as Director of the FBI on June 7 , 1973. The

United States Senate confirmed the President's nomination of Mr. Kelley on June 27 ,

1973. He was sworn in as Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation at Kansas

City, Missouri, on July 9 , 1973 .
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An aerial view of the FBI Academy at Quantico , Virginia , training center for Agents and Police Officers in

the FBI National Academy .

Training Division

Anecessarily asperennialstudent. Thelawenforcement
professional , who must keep abreast of the changes in his

field , is certainly no exception . The Special Agent of the

FBI , for example , from the day he takes his Oath of Office

until the day he surrenders his badge by resigning, retiring ,

or expiring , actively participates in a continuous education

and training program. Initially he is transformed from a

promising civilian into a dedicated investigator by means of

an arduous 15-week training course supplemented by a year

of independent study and on- the-job training in his first

Office of Assignment. Subsequently , throughout his entire

career, he is periodically given refresher courses in Law ,

Criminology, Law Enforcement Arts and Sciences , Manage

ment , and a wide variety of other subjects both in the divi

sion to which he is assigned and at FBI Headquarters

training facilities .

The clerical , stenographic , and technical personnel of

the FBI also receive intensive basic training and refresher

courses in their specialities and , as they are promoted

meritoriously , appropriate supervisory training. The admin

istration of all these programs is the responsibility of the

Training Division.

Serving FBI employees is only part of the Division's

critical mission . It also offers a wide variety of education

and training programs to America's local law enforcement

officers. At the pinnacle of these programs is the FBI

National Academy which enjoys international esteem for the

success of its intensive 11 -week program designed specifi

cally for career law enforcement officers who have exhib

ited leadership capabilities and demonstrated the aptitude A class of Special Agents in training at the FBI Academy .
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to assume greater responsibility in managerial positions in

their respective agencies . An interdisciplinary approach to

law enforcement problems, utilizing material from Law , the

Behavioral Sciences , Management , Forensic Science , Edu

cation, and Communications, is utilized .

Similarly , there are briefer programs offered in subjects

ranging from American Constitutional Law , Budgeting, Crim

inology to Police -Community Relations , Psychology , and

Sociology. Indeed, virtually every subject of interest to

law enforcement is offered .

The FBI not only brings students to its training facili

ties: it also sends out numerous highly skilled Special

Agent Instructors from Headquarters and its 59 field offices .

This Field Police Training Program emphasizes Law En

forcement Arts and Sciences and legal subjects and makes

available , absolutely free of charge , quality training for

virtually every law enforcement officer in the country . Sci

entific and technical matters , investigative techniques ,

firearms , defensive tactics , interviewing , report writing ,

ethics, evidence, moot court training , and search and sei

zure are only a few of the numerous subjects offered.

All of the Training Division's courses seek to harmo

niously blend theory and practice so that the student be

comes a more competent agent of the public . Every student

is urged to strive constantly to epitomize the National

Academy's motto , “ Knowledge, Courage, and Integrity . "

La

Agents in training solve practical arrest problem at Combat

Village .

At the FBI Academy Special Agents practice point shooting

on the FBI ranges .
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General Investigative Division

THE
THE FBI was created primarily to handle criminal inves

tigations for the Department of Justice . Like all law

enforcement agencies , this young organization was severely

challenged during the “ crime era ' of the Thirties , but the

success it realized in meeting the test brought the FBI

fame and respect .

The Thirties also brought greatly increased responsi

bilities in the criminal investigative field. Crime had

become big business . Kidnaping , murder , bank robbery

major crimes of every type and description were committed

daily . Dangerous outlaws operated in open defiance of law ,

and professional killers reaped big profits by “ rubbing out"

members of rival gangs and law enforcement officers .

To counteract this wave of lawlessness and restore

protection to the Nation's citizens . Congress passed the

Federal Crime Bills , which brought the FBI into the fore

front of the battle against organized crime . The Federal

Kidnaping Statute became law in 1932 , and the FBI solved

every kidnaping case referred to it the next year . There

followed Federal legislation regarding extortion , bank rob

bery , stolen property , anti -racketeering , and unlawful flight

to avoid prosecution . In 1934 , one month before Dillinger

was cut down by FBI bullets , Congress authorized FBI

Agents to carry firearms and make arrests .

The men of the FBI attained an outstanding record in

An interstate stolen car ring member is searched after being

placed under arrest by FBI Agents during a raid on the

ring's garage.

the fight against crime in the Thirties . Public confidence

in law enforcement was restored .

Fines , Savings , and Recoveries

Compared to

FBI Appropriations

MILLIONS
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Fines , Savings ,

Recoveries

The postwar years have brought new challenges and

dimensions within the FBI's investigative activities . Com

puter frauds , official corruption at all levels of government,

and “ white collar” crimes - offenses committed by so

called respected persons in the Government and the private

business community - have become matters of great con

cern to the FBI .

The FBI is charged with various Fraud Against the

Government, Bribery , and Conflict of Interest investiga

tions . The postwar years have experienced the enactment

of additional and broader Federal welfare programs to elim

inate poverty and raise health , education , employment , and

housing standards of the American people. Unscrupulous

persons attempting to cheat on many of these Federal pro

grams have placed added burdens on the FBI in ridding the

Government of fraud and corruption.

Crime took new twists in the Fifties with the theft of

automobiles becoming a major problem . During the past few

years , the FBI has successfully solved several aircraft

hijacking cases . Bank robberies continue to be a major

problem and civil rights and election laws violations re

quire much attention .

The FBI's responsibilities continue to grow each year ,

either from new laws or revisions of old ones . The FBI's

accomplishments indicate the effectiveness of its investi

gations . Since 1945 , over 95 percent of the cases investi

gated by its Agents which came before the courts have re

sulted in convictions, and during fiscal year 1973 it re

corded $474,542,568 in fines , savings , and recoveries , far

exceeding the cost of operations for the year.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL

BUREAU OF

SIMESESTION

DEPARTMENT

APPROXIMATE SHORTAGES

IN BANK FRAUD AND

EMBEZZLEMENT CASES
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Special Investigative Division

O
RGANIZED crime is a lawless empire involved in

gambling, loan sharking , narcotics , prostitution , labor

racketeering, extortion , and any other venture where easy

money can be made. For years , the underworld operated

behind a near impenetrable wall built on fear, intimidation ,

bribery, and brutality . Through the efforts of the FBI ,

spearheaded by the Special Investigative Division and a

series of new laws enacted since 1961 , this wall is now

gradually crumbling.

In cities from coast to coast , squads of highly trained

FBI Agents are devoting their full efforts to bringing the

crime lords to justice. These Agents work to identify top

leaders and their underlings , search for sources of illegiti

mate income , and determine the nature and scope of their

illegal activities . The objective is to collect sufficient

evidence to build a strong prosecutive case so that gang

leaders can be brought to justice swiftly . While this re

quires hard work and ingenuity , it also demands time and

patience .

Proof that the campaign is working can be seen from

the fact that some of the syndicate's top bosses have fled

the country or abandoned their lucrative and lofty positions

rather than take the high risk of being exposed by FBI in

vestigations. Others have seen their multimillion-dollar

gambling rings broken up , lines of communications severed ,

and lengthy prison sentences imposed .

Still a second key factor in the fight against organized

crime is continuing cooperation by law enforcement officers

at all levels of government. In addition to its own efforts ,

for example , the FBI often disseminates as many as 300,000

items of criminal intelligence data to other Federal , state ,

and local agencies during the course of a year. Such in

formation enables the recipient agencies to conduct numer

ous raids , make thousands of arrests , and confiscate – or

assess liens against – millions of dollars worth of cash ,

property , weapons , contraband , and wagering paraphernalia.

Another example of FBI cooperation with other law enforce

ment agencies lies in the narcotics field. Although the

FBI has no investigative jurisdiction in the field of narcot

ics , it works closely with those agencies that do and annu

ally , through its organized crime program , develops infor

mation which results in the arrests of hundreds of major

smugglers and the seizure of millions of dollars worth of

illicit drugs and narcotics by the other agencies.

This Division also supervises investigations of in

dividuals being considered for appointment to certain high

level or sensitive Government positions , and investigations

under the Security of Government Employees program . These

investigations ensure that appropriate Government officials

have the necessary information on which to judge whether a

person chosen to serve the American public is deserving of

the trust placed in him as a public servant.

Results of an FBI gambling raid , showing some of the millions of dollars worth of cash , property , weapons ,

and wagering paraphernalia seized each year by Bureau Agents under the provisions of the Organized Crime

Control Act of 1970.

j
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and bandits in modern history . Although two of the fugi

tives were arrested without incident , the third suddenly

opened fire on the Agents and died in the ensuing gun

battle . A search of the fugitives and their automobiles

turned up a cache of more than ten weapons (including mil

itary rifles with telescopic sights ) , ammunition , and litera

ture urging violence of all sorts.

As a matter of fact , the three motel dwellers were found

to be part of an original group of 14 individuals who had

sworn vengeance on law enforcement in general and claimed

credit for a number of ruthless attacks on unsuspecting

police officers throughout the country . In one instance , two

members of this gang had rolled a hand grenade under a

New York City police car , seriously wounding its occupants

and almost demolishing the cruiser itself. In another case ,

members of the group had murdered an Atlanta , Georgia ,

officer and had flaunted his badge and gun before their

beaming comrades . In still several other instances , officers

responding to bank robbery alarms were met by volleys of

gunfire from automatic weapons used by waiting gang

members .

As various participants in the group were arrested for

their activities , new recruits were brought in to replace

them and continue the wave of violence . In St. Louis , a

police officer was seriously wounded when he approached

a car he had stopped for a minor traffic violation. In New

Jersey , two state troopers were cut down under similar

circumstances . And , in New York City , three more attacks

on police officers were attributed to members of this group.

Finally , after a number of the gunmen had been identified ,

captured , or killed , the last member of the 14 original par

ticipants was placed on the FBI's " Ten Most Wanted" list.

An extensive investigation traced him to New York City

where he was confronted on a street corner. Instead of

surrendering, the fugitive went for his gun and shot one of

the FBI Agents and two policemen before being mortally

wounded by return gunfire.

Shown above are two views of a chest of drawers which had

been modified to provide a hiding place for a fugitive from

the FBI .

In addition , the Special Investigative Division coordi

nates fugitive investigations which involve a great deal of

manpower and often spread into many states and even for

eign countries. This Division directs the efforts of FBI

Agents to locate and apprehend escaped Federal prisoners ,

deserters from the Armed Forces , and violators of major

state laws who have fled interstate to avoid arrest , as well

as fugitives being sought for bank robbery , kidnaping , and

other Federal crimes . The public's assistance is of vital

importance in these matters as in all law enforcement

endeavors .

In fugitive investigations, utmost caution must be used

since experienced and crafty criminals trying to avoid ap

prehension can be both cunning and desperate. The number

of assaults on law enforcement officers making arrests of

these fugitives has shown a sharp increase in recent years ,

as typified by the following case :

KILLER FUGITIVES TERRORIZE NATION

The time was New Year's Eve and FBI Agents , closing

in on three fugitives quartered in a Florida motel , were

about to encounter one of the most vicious bands of killers

A photo of an underground hideout . Here two bank robbers

stayed for almost four days following their crime .
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Intelligence Division

THE

-

this country seeking to undermine authority and change of

ficial policy , especially in regards to the United States in

volvement in the Vietnam conflict , are various bombing

incidents in which the FBI has conducted intensive investi

gations relating to Destruction of Government Property ,

Civil Rights- Federally Protected Activity , the National

Firearms Act , and Conspiracy statutes .

One disastrous bombing in 1970 resulted in the death

of one individual , injury to three others and millions of

dollars of damage to a University of Wisconsin building in

volved in U. S. Government research. One individual has

pleaded guilty to second-degree murder and other charges

and has been sentenced to imprisonment up to 23 years by

a Wisconsin state court . Sentence is pending on his con

viction in Federal court on charges also related to the

bombing.

Additional bomb explosions , some claimed to be the

work of the militant Weatherman group , have resulted in

extensive damage to Government buildings including the

U. S. Capitol and the Pentagon .

THE stealing of sensitive and classified information by

and for foreign governments and the activities , includ

ing terrorist tactics of violence, to undermine and subvert

our form of government on the part of various revolution

oriented individuals these are the targets of FBI investi

gation in the field of U. S. internal security . Authority for

the investigation comes from Congressional enactments de

signed to protect the Government structure and to provide

individual freedoms for our citizens .

Since World War II the communist nations have mounted

an extensive espionage effort against the United States by

means of intelligence personnel assigned as official repre

sentatives at embassies , missions , and consulates as well

as by deep cover agents who may be illegally in this coun

try . The interest of communist intelligence services ranges

from scientific research and development, military strength

and defense plans , strategic areas and sites , information

concerning and penetration of Government Agencies , U. S.

foreign policy , to anti -communist emigre groups .

One espionage investigation brought the FBI from 1970

to 1972 to follow the efforts of a Soviet intelligence officer ,

employed as a translator at the United Nations Secretariat ,

New York City , to obtain information about the F- 14 fighter

aircraft from an American engineer. Following early social

meetings , the engineer became suspicious of the Soviet's

intentions and cooperated with the FBI by continuing to

meet and report on espionage targets of interest to the

Soviet . The FBI arrested the Soviet on Long Island , New

York , in February , 1972 , as he received classified docu

ments on the F- 14 project from the engineer . An indictment

on espionage charges was dismissed when the Soviet de

parted from the United States in May , 1972 .

The sophistication of communist bloc espionage was

quite apparent in a mid- 1960's FBI investigation of a Czech

oslovak intelligence agent . He gave a State Department

employee under FBI control a listening device which was to

be installed in the underside of a bookcase in the office of

a particular State Department official . This device was to

be activated by remote control to transmit overheard conver

sations to a Czechoslovak listening post. The device, of

course , was turned over immediately to FBI Agents and

later the Czechoslovak intelligence agent was declared

persona non grata and left the U. S.

From the days of World War II , the FBI has been in

volved in meeting the threat to internal security posed by

groups and individuals who for reasons of dissatisfaction

with our form of government or greater allegiance to foreign

countries have used the written and spoken words of hatred

and have been involved in disruption and even violence , in

pursuing their aims of changing or overthrowing our Govern

ment. A University of Wisconsin building , involved in U. S. Gov

ernment research program , after being bombed by dissidents .Typical of terrorist acts of violence by elements in
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A communist listening

device , designed to be

installed in the under

side of a bookcase in a

high -ranking State De

partment official's of

fice ,

The FBI has also investigated the possibility that

racially -oriented elements have conducted terrorist acts in

furtherance of openly espoused revolutionary aims . Of

special concern are the attacks , sometimes fatal and appar

ently preplanned , on law enforcement officers by black do

mestic terrorists , including members of the Black Libera

tion Army .

Recently recovered documents of that group contain

names and precinct locations of certain New York City

officers , police radio codes , diagrams of banks , and maps

of getaway routes and hiding places . Searches of members '

residences around the country have revealed also subma

chine guns , carbines , rifles , shotguns, pistols , ammunition ,

hand grenades , gas masks , two-way radios , and explosives .

Also of concern to the FBI are various white extremists

who have committed acts of violence to support their anti

black cause . They also collected weapons and explosives

and talked of organizing groups capable of killing blacks ,

Jews , and “ Government stooges” such as judges and FBI

Agents . One United Klan of America member in Michigan

has led authorities to several caches of 230 pounds of

explosives , 400 pounds of priming charges , 7,000 feet of

detonating cord , and several timing devices.

In addition to our own domestic brand of violence ,

terrorism has become an international problem , not limited

by national boundaries or forms of government. This is

evident from the murder of 11 Israeli representatives to the

XXth Olympiad in 1972 ; the assassination of two American

diplomats in Khartoum , Sudan , in 1973; the murder of the

Assistant Armed Forces Attache of the Israeli Embassy in

Washington , D. C. , in 1973 ; and the numerous " letter

bombs" mailed from abroad to individuals in the U. S. in

1972 and 1973 .

Acts of terrorism committed in the United States in

recent years , whether spurred by hostilities in the Middle

East or radical nationalist movements abroad , have been

investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation under

statutory provisions. During March , 1973 , for instance ,

explosive devices were placed in three automobiles and

parked at three Israeli -connected business establishments

in New York City . Investigation by the FBI aided in the

discovery of the bombs which were disarmed by the New

York City police bomb squad. The individual who was

charged with placing the bombs departed the U. S. prior

to their planned detonation.

A guerrilla arsenal of

weapons and hate liter

ature recovered from a

domestic terrorist group.

IN
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Files and Communications Division

O2
FTEN, some of the most valuable leads in an investi

gation result from information already contained in the

files of law enforcement agencies . Even a criminal is a

creature of habit , and the knowledge of his past activities

can quickly point a finger of suspicion at him when a new

crime is committed .

When J. Edgar Hoover took office in 1924 , immediate

attention was given to establishing a workable filing sys

tem. Through the years the files of the FBI have grown

tremendously and the wealth of data contained therein is

invaluable. This vast depository was the only ready source

of internal security information at the advent of World War II

and today comprises the most complete record in existence

on the criminal and subversive elements in the United

States .

The control and maintenance of FBI files are among

the major duties of the Files and Communications Division .

Every report , communication, or other document received at

FBI Headquarters , if worthy of retention , is made a part of

the files after it has been completely indexed . Because of

the thorough indexing system , it is possible to locate within

a short time any data in file concerning an individual . The

central index at FBI Headquarters contains over 57.5 mil

lion 3- by 5-inch cards which , if stacked one atop another ,

would reach a height of about 7 miles or approximately 65

times higher than the Washington Monument.

But the FBI is not a “ paper collector.” No document

is retained unless it has definite value for future reference .

Duplication , wherever possible , is avoided and the very

latest methods of records management are followed .

Time is a vital element in the fight against crime and

The Messenger Unit - constantly busy .

subversion . The elaborate and modern communications

system available to the FBI enables it to synchronize its

operations in all 50 states and Puerto Rico and thus nullify

the time advantage which the lawless hope to have . The

maintenance and operation of this system are the other

major responsibilities of this Division .

A teletype network provides constant twenty - four-hour

contact between FBI Headquarters and all field divisions .

The various offices also use this method to communicate

with each other on important matters . About 20.000 expe

dite written messages are handled monthly by the Communi

cations Section at Bureau Headquarters . A direct tie line

is maintained with Western Union and a national news wire

service is available .

The telephone switchboard at FBI Headquarters han

dles approximately 4,000 to 5,000 local and long distance

calls each day , while intra -Bureau calls are handled through

a dial system . The Bureau's mail room processes an

average of over 3,000,000 pieces of mail a year .

Computer terminal printer in the Personnel Records Section

prints file charge out , file locate , and file routing documents .

Computer terminal in the Personnel Records Section locates

file requests , checks file status , and serializes mail .

10
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In the Numbering Unit a

serial number is assigned

to correspondence and a
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At FBI Headquarters the
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Identification Division
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THE largest collection of fingerprints in the world is

maintained in the Identification Division of the FBI .

More than 158,000,000 prints are on file for immediate

reference , and the number continues to grow through approx

imately 24,000 received each day .

Employees are on duty day and night in the Division

to process continuously the endless stream of fingerprints ,

and within a few minutes a set of incoming prints can be

identified with those already on record .

The value of the FBI's collection to the American

people is beyond calculation . The finely lined impressions

on the tips of man's fingers provide the most ready and

positive means of personal identification . Fingerprints

are formed about three months before birth and may remain

many months after death . Through the services of the

Identification Division , every American receives an annual

dividend of protection and consolation .

A potential threat to the security of the Nation or a

vital industry may be removed through positive identifica

tion of an applicant's fingerprints . A dangerous fugitive ,

wanted in one state , may be located through fingerprint

identification after his arrest on a charge under a different

name by a police agency in another state . An amnesia

victim may regain his lost identity, or a heart-broken parent

may live again in the joy of finding a missing son or daugh

ter . Too , fingerprints often are the only means of identify

ing victims of various disasters .

The history of the Identification Division dates back

UTION

Shown above is the control station of the Finder ( fingerprint

reader) system , a prototype of future equipment which will

eventually be used by the FBI Identification Division to

automatically search and identify fingerprints .
FBI

to 1924. It was then that J. Edgar Hoover , in office only a

few months , recognized the need for a central clearinghouse

for fingerprints. By consolidating the criminal records on

file at Leavenworth Penitentiary with those of the Inter

national Association of Chiefs of Police , a total of 810,188

fingerprint cards plus 25 employees formed the nucleus for

the service agency of the FBI which was to be known as

the Identification Division . Fifty years later this collection

has increased many times and personnel now number about

3,300.

EBBEnano
nonno

CV
Two members of the FBI disaster squad , a group of finger

print experts specially trained to handle identification

problems following catastrophes , are shown here taking

fingerprints in order to definitely identify a disaster victim .

BETOJE
nurc

i
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I

Training class for fingerprint technicians .

A Colt semiautomatic pistol picked up at a crime scene and

submitted by local police to the FBI for examination is

dusted for latent fingerprints .

A latent fingerprint expert is spraying a check with a ninhy

drin solution in an effort to develop any latent impressions

which may be on it .
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Laboratory Division

THE
THE story of the FBI Laboratory , its humble beginning

and expansion into the largest criminological labora

tory in the world , undoubtedly is one of the most important

chapters in the history of crime detection in America .

J. Edgar Hoover, a pioneer in the field of scientific

crime detection , realized early in his career that certain

scientific techniques and know -how were not within the

realm of an Agent's knowledge . It was his conviction that

the technological aid offered by science could and must be

had . It was a comparatively new theory which the young

Director of the Justice Department's Bureau of Investiga

tion promulgated .

The role of the scientist in the battle against crime

was viewed with some apprehension by die-hard adherents

to the established methods of the “ old sleuth . " Mr. Hoover,

however , was concerned primarily with the need for preserv

ing material evidence and presenting expert , irrefutable

court testimony as to its validity .

It became apparent that either the Bureau would have

to establish its own technical branch or rely upon assist

ance from specialists located throughout the country . The

former appeared more appropriate.

The mental blueprint became a reality on November 24 ,

1932 , when the FBI Laboratory , composed of one scientist

and a handful of instruments , was officially opened for

business . Thus began a scientific enterprise which was to

revolutionize the field of law enforcement .

Today , the Laboratory serves FBI investigators in the

field , all duly constituted law enforcement agencies , as

well as other Government agencies . Laboratory experts are

available at all times to testify in both Federal and local

courts regarding their findings . All these services are

rendered free of charge .

During the first year of full- time operation , 963 exam

inations were made as contrasted to over 538,000 exam

inations made during the calendar year 1973. Today , this

Laboratory is a large complex of scientific equipment,

staffed with approximately 400 employees most of whom

have specialized technical training . Included in this group

are over 150 Special Agents with specialized training in a

wide range of scientific fields .

Many crimes are solved and many defendants convicted

on the basis of material evidence submitted to the Labora

tory for examination . It may be no more than a tiny chip

of paint which can point the finger of guilt at a suspect's

car in a hit-and- run case . A smear on a suspect's clothing ,

which he claimed to be animal blood , may be found to be

human blood , thus disproving his claim . A firearm can be

identified as a murder weapon through the markings left on

the bullet . Even a signature on a registration card may

prove , through handwriting identification , the one bit of

evidence needed to tip the scales of justice .

Conversely , Laboratory examinations on many occa

sions have proved the innocence of persons suspected

004

rgo

g

Plaster cast taken at the scene of a crime is compared with

a tire from a suspect's automobile .

Making a photomicrograph of line crossings on a document

to determine if handwriting was made before typewriting ,

14



DSC

A confiscated weapon is examined by an expert for possible

addition to the reference collection in the FBI Laboratory .

Clothing and other evidence are examined for the presence

of blood in the Serology Unit .

of having committed crimes.

Examining criminal evidence , no matter how minute . is

the laboratory's business , and its scientific expertise in

this field is recognized throughout the world .

Neutron activation is used to compare ,

identify , and measure the elements in a

specimen .
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Administrative Division

Tihend
THROUGH constant and scrupulous supervision , the ex

penditure of funds and the use of manpower throughout

the FBI are held to the minimum necessary to successfully

perform its many vital functions.

The Administrative Division holds the purse strings of

the FBI . Its major responsibilities are to see that the

operations of the Bureau run smoothly and expenditures are

kept within the limits of the annual appropriation granted by

Congress. Actually , fines, savings , and recoveries which

result from FBI investigations year after year usually ex

ceed the annual appropriation voted by Congress for the

Bureau's operations.

Another paramount duty of the Administrative Division

is to recruit and assign the personnel necessary to fulfill

the various functions of the FBI . The tremendous increase

in the responsibilities assigned to the Bureau over the

years is reflected in the growth of its personnel . In 1924 ,

there were some 400 investigative employees. During

World War II this figure rose to nearly 5,000 in 1944. To

day , over 8,600 Special Agents are employed . At the same

time over 11,000 clerks , stenographers , and technicians,

whose services and loyalty are vital to the operations of

the FBI , work at FBI Headquarters and in the field . Approx

imately 32 % of this over-all staff has been with the FBI for

ten years or more. It is truly a career -oriented service .

In addition to its heavy volumes of budget , accounting,

and personnel work , a wide range of vital services are per

formed by other sections of the Division . The Procurement

and Administrative Services Section procures the supplies

and equipment utilized in the FBI's operations , and main

tains over-all inventory records. The Mechanical Section ,

in support of the investigative function , prints wanted fly

ers , identification orders, ransom lists and the like , provides

photo finishing services , and handles the receipt , storage ,

and distribution of supplies and equipment . This section

also handles space matters throughout the organization as

well as the energy conservation program .

مینا

TRE
N

Exhibits Section technicians prepare scale models and charts , draw artist's conceptions , and perform

other functions to assist FBI Agents .
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Two employees in the Mechanical Section are shown operating a bookbinder in support of the FBI's

publications efforts .

TERET

Planning for the new FBI building , expected to be fully occupied in 1975 , is handled by the Administra

tive Division . This artist's conception affords a glimpse at the proposed structure which contoins over

two million square feet of space fronting on Pennsylvania Avenue , N. W. , and extending to E Street

between 9th and 10th Streets . The new Bureau building will consolidate in one structure all Head

quarters operations of the FBI . 17



External Affairs Division

Rworking
EN MOST WANTED FUGITIVES

11 准 VISUR
HB WIN

EALIZING the importance of maintaining a close

working relationship with the public , the news media ,

and Congress , FBI Director Kelley created the External

Affairs Division shortly after taking office. This Division

has the responsibility of ensuring that the public receives

all the information it is entitled to receive concerning the

Bureau's activities , while protecting the rights of individ

uals being investigated .

The newest FBI Division supervises the FBI's partic

ipation in the radio and television field , and assists in the

preparation of police training films .

Personnel of this Division process and handle the large

volume of correspondence involving requests for information

about the FBI and also conduct extensive research into

matters of interest regarding crime , crime prevention , and

B
R

WER
K

VANTEDHER

An FBI Special Agent in the External Affairs Division

exchanges a captured " Top Ten " fugitive's wanted poster

with a new addition to the " Ten Most Wanted Fugitives"

list .

related law enforcement topics .

The publishing of the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin

also comes within the sphere of this Division's duties .

This high -quality monthly police journal contains timely

articles of value and interest to law enforcement personnel

at all levels throughout the country and abroad . Other pub

lications , including pamphlets and booklets such as the one

you are now reading, are also prepared and distributed

free of charge .

Further maintained by the Division is an Interesting

Case program which involves the preparation of write -ups

about interesting FBI investigative cases . These write-ups

are available to interested individuals in the news media

and research fields . Another important facet of the Divi

osion's work is the “ Ten Most Wanted Fugitives” program.

Additions to the “ Top Ten ” list are carefully selected from

a list of Federal fugitives who have participated in violent

criminal activities and are considered a danger to society .

Approximately one half million persons each year travel

to Washington , D. C. , to see the FBI in action and learn

how it operates . Guided daily tours, except on weekends

and holidays , are provided free of charge between the hours

of 9:15 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. These popular and interesting

tours are administered and scheduled by the personnel of

the External Affairs Division.

A Special Agent of the External Affairs Division assists a

local television crew in filming an interview with Efrem

Zimbalist , Jr. , at the FBI Academy , Quantico , Virginia .
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Inspection Division

The
THE FBI has long maintained an aggressive inspection program . The Inspection

Staff is composed of experienced career employees who periodically review and

assess the total work performance of each field office and of each division at FBI Head

quarters in Washington , D. C.

Headed by an Assistant Director and staffed by Inspectors and Aides , the in

spection service reports directly to the Associate Director and the Director. The staff is

specially selected from the Bureau's administrative and executive personnel . Each man

has demonstrated his capacity for greater authority and responsibility before being con

sidered for appointment to the staff. A valuable by-product of the inspection program is

the broader experience each member of the Inspection Staff receives as he analyzes and

weighs the variety of functions and operating procedures he encounters during his as



N

Some of the buildings in which the FBI offices are located across the Nation .

STATES

signments.

The inspections are factual, penetrative , and constructive. They have as their

goals the improvement of management techniques , economy , maximum utilization of man

power, and greater investigative effectiveness. They also serve to highlight meritorious

performance and capabilities of individual employees for long -range administrative

advancement.

The inspection system serves to identify and eliminate undesirable or non

essential operations , strengthens weaknesses where they develop , and locates the source

and nature of problems as they arise. At the same time , it provides guidance and assist

ance in the formulation of new policies and administrative devices aimed at greater

efficiency in all of the operations of the FBI.



Computer Systems Division

THE technological dreams of yesteryear transformed into

denced by the FBI Computer Systems Division . Here , the

cooperative efforts of man and modern technology join to

meet the challenges of today's crime .

The FBI has long had a program for continuing tech

nological research . The purpose is not only to provide the

most effective means to identify and apprehend criminal

offenders but also to provide data on criminal acts which

can be used by law enforcement agencies throughout the

Nation to intelligently analyze local crime problems and to

develop an effective criminal justice response to them .

Early recognizing the potential of data processing

equipment , the FBI established a small data processing unit

in 1932 when this field was in its infancy . This work has

steadily grown with the earlier data processing equipment

being replaced with computers in the middle 1950's . At the

present time , the Computer Systems Division has three large

and two smaller computer systems with accompanying

peripheral equipment .

Over the years the nature and volume of computerized

work have expanded to the point that virtually all the Bu

reau's activities are aided to some extent by the Computer

Systems Division . Qualified personnel with scientific ,

mathematical , data processing, or other specialized back

grounds are required to fulfill the responsibilities of the

Division . The personnel now assigned to the Computer

Systems Division have pioneered many projects in the

Federal Government. The first fully automated Federal

Payroll System was developed by the FBI in 1954 , in coop

eration with the General Accounting Office . The National

Crime Information Center (NCIC ) and the Computerized

Criminal History (CCH ) programs were established through

the direct efforts of FBI personnel.

SONO

A computer systems opera

tor initiates a program on

one of the central process

ing units in the modern

computer center at FBI

Headquarters .
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One of the earliest and continuing uses of data proc

essing equipment involves the Uniform Crime Reporting

program . This program encompasses the collection , anal

ysis , and publication of crime figures furnished by more

than 11,000 law enforcement agencies in the country , cover

ing 98 percent of the total United States population living

in standard metropolitan statistical areas . Crime data is

published in the form of a quarterly news release and in an

annual publication entitled “ Crime in the United States."

The crime statistics provide data on crime trends and rates

by state , geographic division , and population group. Crime

statistics are used by government officials at local , state ,

and Federal levels , members of Congress , law enforcement

administrators , sociologists , penologists , judges, students ,

and others concerned with the crime problem . Statistics on

assaulting and killing law enforcement officers and actual

and attempted bombings by radical elements are also a part

of the program .

The Computer Systems Division is responsible for the

preparation of all payrolls in the FBI ; the audit and subse

quent fiscal accounting for all payments made ; and the

compilation of statistical , budgetary , and accounting infor

mation. Extensive use is also made of the computers to

assist the field in its investigative work , thus relieving

Agent personnel of an extensive volume of accounting and

related work.

One of the major and perhaps the most widely known

programs of the Computer Systems Division is the NCIC ,

a computerized communications system inaugurated on

January 27 , 1967. This system now encompasses terminals

in all 50 states , the District of Columbia , and Canada . The

NCIC contains data on wanted persons ; stolen , missing or

recovered guns ; stolen autos and license plates ; stolen

boats ; and stolen , embezzled or missing securities , stocks ,

bonds , or currency ; and other stolen articles that can be

specifically identified by serial numbers . The NCIC sys

tem provides law enforcement officers on the street with

information concerning criminal suspects or stolen property

within a matter of seconds . Connecting terminals are locat

ed throughout the country in police departments , sheriffs '

offices , state police facilities , and other Federal law en

forcement agencies.

In November, 1971 , the CCH program was added to the

NCIC . This system will eventually replace the manual sys

tem through which the FBI for many years has exchanged

criminal history information with local , state , and Federal

criminal justice agencies by mail . Now working with state

and local authorities, the FBI will accept criminal identifi

cation records for computer storage and make the computer

ized records immediately available to Federal, state , and

local police agencies as well as other criminal justice

agencies for day- to-day use . Detailed security procedures

have been established throughout the CCH program to en

sure that criminal information is used only for those pur

poses approved by law .

A central processing unit at the FBI National Crime Information Center ,

.

Hotel -H -E
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Office of Planning and Evaluation

THE pace of modern society is fast-moving. It is char

of
maximum productivity with maximum efficiency which con

stantly stimulates the development of new concepts and

techniques , and results in rapid and sometimes frequent

changes in the established order. Change is symptomatic

of progress not only in business and industry but also in

the law enforcement field .

It is not enough for the FBI to merely keep up to date

with the progress made in law enforcement and its tangent

professions such as management, law , and science. Rather,

the FBI endeavors to anticipate needs , and then plans

accordingly .

The Office of Planning and Evaluation ( OPE ) has the

task of constantly evaluating the FBI's programs, proc

esses , and policies . What programs are working well and

should be kept? What techniques or policies are outdated ,

are not performing effectively , and thus should be modified

or eliminated ? What are the alternative approaches to the

solution of a problem in management or what policy can be

implemented to satisfy a need in another area ? The an

swers to such questions are sought by the Office of Plan

ning and Evaluation through careful study and analysis ,

research , and the appraisals and opinions of people in

government , industry, and law enforcement. It is the func

tion of the OPE to contribute to the FBI's effectiveness

through probative studies and sound recommendations.

The Office of Planning and Evaluation is headed by an

Assistant Director and is staffed by a team of Special Agent

Supervisors who are selected according to their various

levels of tenure , investigative and administrative experi

ence , as well as , diverse personal backgrounds and spe

cialties .

The staff of the Office of Planning and Evaluation discuss a possible career development plan .
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Legal Counsel Division

THE
THE successful investigation of crime is based upon

thoroughness and legality. Not only must every fact

bearing upon the question of guilt or innocence be found

which is discoverable by human means but also such evi

dence must be the product of methods which conform to the

spirit and letter of the law .

The Legal Counsel Division exercises supervision

over legal matters within the FBI . Because the enforce

ment of the law is becoming more complex , requiring closer

attention to statutes , court decisions, and Department of

Justice regulations, the Legal Counsel Division is respon

sible for ensuring that FBI investigations continue to meet

the strict requirements of legality .

The workings of this Division also enable the FBI to

keep pace with the ever-increasing demands involving legal

research and legal instruction . These areas of responsi

bility have dramatically expanded as a result of court de

cisions, new legislation , and increased investigative

jurisdiction .

The Legal Counsel Division is headed by an Assistant

Director. The staff of this Division is composed of legal

experts in various areas of the law as , for instance , arrests ,

searches and seizures , and interrogations . While primarily

involved with criminal law problems , the staff also con

ducts research in all other legal areas where the work of

the FBI is involved.

In addition to the duties already mentioned, the Legal

Counsel Division provides legal instruction for the FBI

National Academy, New Agents ' training , Special Agent's

The Assistant Director of the Legal Counsel Division re.

searches a complex legal problem relating to an FBI cose .

In -Service training , and other law enforcement classes

and seminars.

Numerous legal articles , treatises , and instructional

material are prepared and published by the members of this

Division for use by members of the law enforcement commu

nity . This Division provides a vital service in the team

effort of the FBI in its fight against the forces of crime

and subversion .

Jurisdiction *

THE
THE FBI's jurisdiction includes a wide range of re

sponsibilities in the criminal , civil , and security fields .

Following are brief descriptions of some of the matters

within the FBI's jurisdiction.

Anti - Racketeering

It is unlawful to affect interstate or foreign commerce

by acts of robbery or extortion through use of force , vio

lence , or fear . The FBI has jurisdiction to investigate

such violations .

Act for the Protection of Foreign Officials

and Official Guests of the United States

The FBI has been given jurisdiction under this Act to

investigate the crimes of murder , kidnaping, and assault

against foreign officials and official guests in the U. S. ,

and of damage to foreign government property . This juris

diction , held concurrently with local authorities , is exer

cised by the FBI for the U. S. Government when the crimes

would adversely affect or interfere with the conduct of U. S.

foreign affairs .

Atomic Energy Act

The FBI has exclusive investigative jurisdiction over

all criminal violations of the Atomic Energy Act . These

include the illegally acquiring or disclosing of restricted

data or conspiring or attempting to do either , with intent to

injure the U. S. or secure an advantage to any foreign na

tion , or with reason to believe that either might result. Al

so included are violations of the licensing provisions relat

ing to special nuclear material , source material , and by

product material .
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Bank Robbery and Embezzlement Espionage

Generally speaking , espionage consists of the illegally

obtaining or disclosing of information affecting the national

security of the United States either for the benefit of a

foreign power or to the detriment of this country .

The robbery or burglary of , or larceny from , any member

bank of the Federal Reserve System , a bank insured by the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation , a bank organized or

operated under laws of the United States , a Federal Savings

and Loan Association , an institution insured by the Federal

Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation , or Federal credit

unions and certain state-chartered credit unions which are

Federally insured is an offense within the FBI's jurisdic

tion . The embezzlement or misapplication of funds by an

officer or employee and the false entry in the books or

records of one of the above are also violations .

Extortion

Use of the mails to convey a threat to kidnap or injure

or demand ransom or reward for the release of a kidnaped

person is a violation within the investigative jurisdiction

of the FBI . A threat to injure property coupled with an

intent to extort is a violation . Interstate communications

by means other than mail containing such a threat or de

mands also is a violation.
Bankruptcy

Federal statutes contain numerous regulations de

signed to prevent frauds in connection with bankruptcy

proceedings . Violations are investigated by Special Agents

of the FBI .

Extortionate Credit Transactions

Aimed at one of the major sources of illicit income

available to the organized underworld , this statute prohibits

hoodlum loan sharks from lending money at exorbitant rates

of interest and then using violence or threats of violence to

collect on their usurious transactions .

Bribery

It is a violation for any person to offer or give a bribe

to an employee or agent of the United States as well as

for such employee or agent to solicit or accept a bribe – in

an effort to influence his official action . Fraud Against the Government

Civil Rights Act of 1964

The presentation of false or fictitious claims against

the Government and the misrepresentation or concealment of

facts concerning matters within the jurisdiction of the Gov

ernment are violations over which the FBI has jurisdiction.
This act prohibits racial discrimination and certain

other types of discrimination in public accommodations ,

public facilities , public education , and certain areas of

private employment.

Internal Security

Civil Rights Act of 1968

Dating from 1939 , specific Presidential directives have

instructed the FBI to collect information on internal secu

rity matters furnished by local , state ,and Federal agencies ,

and citizens and to sift and coordinate all such information

for indications of subversive activity covered by Federal
This act prohibits intimidation or interference by force

or threat of force in connection with a person's participat

ing in Federally protected activities .
statutes .

Crimes on the High Seas Interstate Transportation of Stolen Cattle ,

Motor Vehicle, or Aircraft
Numerous offenses committed on American vessels on

bodies of water outside the jurisdiction of any particular

state are within the investigative jurisdiction of the FBI .

The transportation in interstate or foreign commerce of

any stolen cattle , motor vehicle , or aircraft , knowing same

to have been stolen , is a Federal violation . Receiving ,

concealing , storing , bartering , selling , or disposing of any

such items , with knowledge that they have been stolen ,

also is a Federal crime .

Destruction of Aircraft or Motor Vehicles

Willful destruction or attempt to destroy an aircraft or

passenger-carrying motor vehicle engaged in interstate or

foreign commerce is a violation of Federal statutes . It is

also a violation to make a false report that an attempt will

be made to destroy an aircraft , motor vehicle , train , or ma

rine vessel in interstate or foreign commerce .

Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property

The interstate transportation of stolen property valued

at $5,000 or more with knowledge that the property was
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stolen is a Federal offense. This act also covers the inter

state transportation of counterfeit , falsely made , altered or

forged securities or state tax stamps with the intention to

defraud . Another section prohibits the interstate transpor

tation of dies , plates , or tools to be used in forging or alter

ing securities or to be used in preparing counterfeit securi

ties . The statute , which is under the FBI's jurisdiction ,

also covers “ receivers . "

sault , intimidation , or interference with aircraft personnel

is also a Federal violation together with the commission of

various crimes such as murder, assault , rape , and robbery

aboard aircraft in flight . The carrying of a concealed dead

ly or dangerous weapon aboard an aircraft is prohibited as

is the false reporting of any of the above provisions .

Interstate Travel or Transportation in Aid

of Racketeering Enterprises

Federal law prohibits travel or the use of any facility

including the mail in interstate or foreign commerce with

intent to (a ) distribute the proceeds of certain unlawful

activities , ( b ) commit a crime of violence to further those

unlawful activities , or ( c ) otherwise promote or aid in those

unlawful activities.

Rebellion, Seditious Conspiracy, and

Advocacy of Overthrow of the Government

FBI investigations are directed against possible viola

tions of Federal laws relating to subversion which prohibit

( 1 ) inciting and assisting rebellion ; ( 2 ) conspiracy to over

throw the Government or hinder by force the execution of

any law of the United States ; and , (3 ) advocacy of overthrow

of the Government by force and violence.

Interstate Transmission of Wagering

Information

Sabotage

The sabotage statutes cover generally the willful de

struction or attempted destruction of national -defense

materials , premises or utilities , and the willful making of

any such material in a defective manner.
Federal law prohibits persons engaged in the business

of betting from using wire communication facilities for the

interstate transmission of bets or wagers or information

assisting in the placing of bets or wagers on any sporting
Theft from Interstate Shipment

event or contest .

Labor-Management Laws

The FBI investigates violations of certain criminal

provisions of the Labor- Management Relations Act , 1947 ,

the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of

1959 , and the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act .

Not all matters made criminal by these Acts are within the

FBI's jurisdiction , some violations being investigated by

other Federal agencies .

The theft or embezzlement of any goods or chattels

from a shipment moving in interstate or foreign commerce or

the receipt or possession of any such stolen article with

knowledge of its stolen character is a violation within the

FBI's investigative jurisdiction . The breaking of a seal or

lock of any aircraft , wagon , railroad car , motor truck , vessel ,

or other vehicle containing an interstate shipment with in

tent to commit larceny therein is a specific violation as is

the entering of any such conveyance with intent to commit

larceny therein .

Theft of Government Property

Theft , embezzlement , or robbery of Government property

is a violation of Federal law , as is the receipt of such

property with knowledge that it was stolen . The illegal

possession of Government property also is a violation .

Organized Crime Control Act of 1970

Designed to supplement the laws giving the FBI juris

diction in interstate gambling matters , this statute is aimed

at major intrastate gambling operations ; hoodlum infiltration

of legitimate business ; and corruption on the part of certain

local , state , and county officials . It also provides for the

impaneling of special grand juries, establishes an immunity

provision to compel testimony and the production of re

cords , and makes it possible for the Government to grant

its witnesses greater protection .

Unlawful Flight to Avoid Prosecution,

Confinement, or Giving Testimony

Piracy of Aircraft and Other Crimes

Aboard Aircraft

The interstate flight of a person to avoid prosecution ,

custody , or confinement after conviction for a felony or an

offense punishable by death is a Federal offense within the

investigative jurisdiction of the FBI . The Federal statute

also covers interstate flight of persons to avoid giving

testimony in any felony proceedings . As a matter of prac

tice , fugitives apprehended are usually released to local

authorities for extradition and prosecution or confinement .

Federal law provides the death penalty or imprisonment

for not less than twenty years for piracy of aircraft . As
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FBI FIELD OFFICES

1

I ALBANY

2 ALBUQUERQUE

3 ALEXANDRIA

4 ANCHORAGE

5 ATLANTA

6 BALTIMORE

7 BIRMINGHAM

8 BOSTON

9 BUFFALO

10 BUTTE

11 CHARLOTTE

12 CHICAGO

13 CINCINNATI

14 CLEVELAND

15 COLUMBIA

16 DALLAS

17 DENVER

18 DETROIT

19 EL PASO

20 HONOLULU

21 HOUSTON

22 INDIANAPOLIS

23 JACKSON

24 JACKSONVILLE

25 KANSAS CITY

26 KNOXVILLE

27 LAS VEGAS

28 LITTLE ROCK

29 LOS ANGELES

30 LOUISVILLE

31 MEMPHIS

32 MIAMI

33 MILWAUKEE

34 MINNEAPOLIS

35 MOBILE

36 NEWARK

37 NEW HAVEN

38 NEW ORLEANS

39 NEW YORK

40 NORFOLK

41 OKLAHOMA CITY

42 OMAHA

43 PHILADELPHIA

44 PHOENIX

45 PITTSBURGH

46 PORTLAND

47 RICHMOND

48 SACRAMENTO

49 ST. LOUIS

50 SALT LAKE CITY

51 SAN ANTONIO

52 SAN DIEGO

53 SAN FRANCISCO

54 SAN JUAN

55 SAVANNAH

56 SEATTLE

57 SPRINGFIELD

58 TAMPA

59 WASHINGTON , D. C.
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HOW TO REACH THE FBI

The FBI's field offices are located in major

cities throughout the United States and in San Juan ,

Puerto Rico. In addition , resident agencies are

maintained in smaller cities and towns in all parts

of the country

The first page of most local telephone direc

tories shows the telephone number of the nearest

FBI field office , all of which are open 24 hours a

day , including Saturdays , Sundays , and holidays .

Additional information concerning matters in this

booklet can be obtained from any field office or by

writing to :

Federal Bureau of Investigation

United States Department of Justice

Washington , D. C. 20535

(Revised 10-74)

DOJ / FBI
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